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Problem Definition: Development of locomotion strategies for legged robotics systems have 
extensively studied in the last two decade. Most of those studies have shown several results for 
locomotion based on kinematics decomposition for predefined paths. However, robots based on 
passive-dynamic principles have much higher efficiencies then robots with controlled trajectory. 
Based on passive dynamical properties, achieving multimadal locomotion, i.e., combining walking, 
running and jumping in single a single robotics walker is one of the important research target for 
robotic research community. This can only be archived by antagonistic variable stiffness property on 
the joints.  

Methodology: In the literature, there are several studies on design modeling and control of 
antagonistic joints for multimodal locomotion [1] and human robot interface [2][3][4][5]. In all those 
studies antagonist structure is inspired from the nature ant these are mostly includes dual actuators 
with serially attached springs as shown in Figure 1-a. These dual actuators create join angular 
positions with various joint stiffness. Hence, in addition to joint angular variable and the joint 
stiffness, 2 motor variables and 2 more stiffness at the tendons take place in the dynamic model. 
Apparently, this makes difficult to linearize the whole dynamic model equations. In our approach eve 
employ a single linear motor with active tubular rod and serially connected variable stiffness spring 
unit as it is principally shown in Figure 1-b. The antagonistic actuator is composed from 2 parts: a 
tubular servomotor and a variable stiffness spring. Since the motor rod includes serial rign shaped 
magnet, it crates high ratio of linear force with high acceleration rates. The variable stiffness spring 
includes two linear springs with different stiffness. However the inner spring is moved to forward or 
backward by a small DC motors with a screw-drive gear. Thus the total stiffness will then be varied by 
moving the inner spring. The variable spring system is connected the tubular rod serially as it is shown 
in Figure 2. Hence variable stiffness joint with antagonistic characteristics is designed and model the 
actuator creates an angular position with desired joint stiffness.  
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Figure 1 : A schematic diagram of an varable stiffness antagonistic join: (a) A dual drive classical approach; (b) 
single linear actuator with variable stiffness 
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Application: The proposed actuator allows crating multi model locomotion like walking, running and 
jumping for walking robots. The first prototype under design is given in Figure 3. Here, a symmetrical 
leg structure supply stable line walking and tubular rods on the actuators also allows a walking 
sequence with passive dynamic principles. Inverse dynamic modeling and linearization studies are 
used to design controller. In the first prototype power is supplied by an external power supply. Some 
critical measurements (feedback) are obtained to regulate periodic walking sequences under different 
locomotion modes by additional sensor equipments such as force sensors under foots and IMU at the 
torso.      

  

Figure 2: Variable stiffness joint actuator vith tubular linear servomotor. 

 

 

Figure 3: Symmetrical biped with variable stiffness antagonistic actuators. 
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